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World of Trouble 

It's a world of Trouble, it's a world of pain 
well the clouds they see me comin and they know its
time to rain, yeah they know its time to rain 

So, many ways to worry, well what's a man to do 
GMS and the BSE and the Avian Bird Flu 

well I was thinkin' all about it, and how scary this world
can be 
I didn't see the Humvee comin' til it ran right over me,
yeah it ran right over me. 

Well I voted once for Nader, I voted once for Kerry too 
for conscious and for compromise but neither one
came through 

yes Bush and then its Clinton and then you push repeat 
pass that bread and water Ma I think its time to eat 
Praise God its time to eat 

It's a world of Trouble, it's a world of pain 
well the clouds have seen me comin and they know its
time to rain, yeah they know its time to rain 

Well the water keeps on risin', like it might never end 
if we can't beat this climate change let's make it our
new friend 

We'll plant orange groves in the Smokies 
Maybe its not to late, we'll scuba dive on Wall Street,
belly flop from the Empire State, dive off that Empire
State 

Well I'm afraid of that gay marriage, and the border of
Mexico, and what about Bin Laden, that's what I want to
know.... where did he come from? where did he go,
where did Bin Laden Go? 

I got friends that left New Orleans, I got a nephew in
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Iraq. 
and I shake my head and wonder if they'll ever make it
back, boys, ever make it back 

I laid my head on the railroad, to end it all that way 
but someone said that Amtrak train ain't comin' by
today 
I just don't have the power, I don't have the wit 
to keep my plans from endin' but in some big pile of
dust, some big pile of [banjo riff] 

It's a world of Trouble, it's a world of pain 
well the clouds have seen me comin and they know its
time to rain, yeah they know its time to rain
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